Aecon Utilities is committed to delivering projects. We simply do it better. We are Ontario’s premier utility contractor, and are ready to become Canada’s premier utility construction provider.

Driven by a company-wide commitment to providing the highest quality construction services, on-time and within budget, we continue to evolve in a changing market.

Aecon Utilities offers the following construction services across Canada:

// Telecommunication infrastructure
// Gas pipelines
// Fiber optic networks
// Power distribution networks
// District and renewable energy
// Water distribution and sewer collection systems

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

A trusted division of Aecon Utilities specializing in splicing, civil, and line works. Aecon Telecommunications has a long history with key clients, and has master service agreements secured for years to come.

AECON UTILITY ENGINEERING (AUE)

Aecon’s in-house engineering team supports construction and provides value-added Quality Management Assurance Programs to our clients. AUE is pre-approved by many clients for self-locates, reducing construction delays and damage to existing utilities.